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Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy: focal point nuclear envelope

Antoine Muchir\textsuperscript{a} and Howard J. Worman\textsuperscript{b,c}

**Purpose of review**
Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) is caused by mutations in \textit{EMD} encoding emerin and \textit{LMNA} encoding A-type lamins, proteins of the nuclear envelope. In the past decade, there has been an extraordinary burst of research on the nuclear envelope. Discoveries resulting from this basic research have implications for better understanding the pathogenesis and developing treatments for EDMD.

**Recent findings**
Recent clinical research has confirmed that EDMD is one of several overlapping skeletal muscle phenotypes that can result from mutations in \textit{EMD} and \textit{LMNA} with dilated cardiomyopathy as a common feature. Basic research on the nuclear envelope has provided new insights into how A-type lamins and emerin function in force transmission throughout the cell, which may be particularly important in striated muscle. Much of the recent research has focused on the heart and \textit{LMNA} mutations. Prevalence and outcome studies have confirmed the relative severity of cardiac disease. Robust mouse models of EDMD caused by \textit{LMNA} mutations has allowed for further insight into pathogenic mechanisms and potentially beneficial therapeutic approaches.

**Summary**
Recent clinical and basic research on EDMD is gradually being translated to clinical practice and possibly novel therapies.
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**INTRODUCTION**
In 1966, Emery and Dreifuss reported on a large family from Virginia with X-linked recessive inheritance slowly progressive muscle weakness and wasting in a scapulohumeroperoneal distribution, early contractures of the elbows, ankles, and posterior neck, and cardiac disease [1]. Céstan and LeJonne [2] at l’Hôpital de la Salpêtrière in Paris had described a similar disease phenotype over half a century earlier. Rowland et al. [3] at Columbia University in New York reported an additional case in 1979 and suggested that the unique clinical signs seem to define a distinct form of muscular dystrophy, warranting the designation ‘Emery–Dreifuss’ type. Subsequent studies demonstrated autosomal dominant inheritance of the same phenotype. More recent research has deciphered the molecular genetics of Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD), which has allowed for some progress towards understanding pathogenesis and possible therapies. Here we review some of the recent research relevant to EDMD and attempt to put it into context of what we know about it clinically.

**GENOTYPES AND PHENOTYPES: THE SAME AND NOT THE SAME**
EDMD is a genetically heterogeneous condition. In pioneering research, cases of X-linked inheritance were first linked to mutations in \textit{EMD} encoding emerin [4] and subsequently autosomal dominant inheritance to \textit{LMNA} encoding A-type lamins [5]. EDMD-like phenotypes have also been reported in several small studies to result from mutations in genes encoding nesprin-1, nesprin-2, SUN1, SUN2, LUMA, and lamina-associated
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polypeptide 1. LMNA mutations different than those linked to muscular dystrophy and cardiomyopathy can cause partial lipodystrophy, peripheral neuropathy, and progeria [6].

Since these genetic discoveries, we know that the same mutations in EMD and LMNA can cause variable but overlapping phenotypes that differ in severity, onset, and rate of progression. In addition to ‘classical’ EDMD, skeletal muscle phenotypes caused by mutations in these genes include, limb–girdle, minimal to no skeletal muscle involvement, and – in the case of LMNA – congenital muscular dystrophy [7,8]. Recently reported cases confirm this phenotypic variability [9,10]; however, the responsible mechanisms remain poorly understood.

NUCLEAR ENVELOPE: THE FOCAL POINT OF EMERY–DREIFUSS MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

Emerin and A-type lamins, as well as nesprin-1, nesprin-2, SUN1, SUN2, LUMA, and lamina-associated polypeptide 1 are all localized to the nuclear envelope (Fig. 1). The nuclear envelope is, therefore, the cellular focal point for research on EDMD.

Emerin

Emerin is an integral protein that concentrates in the inner nuclear membrane of interphase cells. Emerin requires A-type lamins for its inner nuclear membrane localization [11]. A recent study has described the structural basis of the interaction between an immunoglobulin-like domain in A-type lamins and emerin [12].

Emerin has been implicated in numerous cellular processes, including chromatin tethering, gene regulation, mitosis, nuclear assembly, and development signaling [13]. However, it is not essential in these fundamental cellular processes as loss of the protein in humans leads only to striated muscle disease. Either there is a high degree of redundancy at the tissue level or the role or emerin in some of these processes is only relevant in cell culture experiments.

Lamins

Nuclear lamins are intermediate filament proteins that polymerize to form the nuclear lamina [6]. In human, three genes encode nuclear lamins. LMNA encodes the A-type lamins, which in somatic cells are lamin A and lamin C, arising by alternative RNA splicing. Two other genes, LMNB1 and LMNB2, respectively, encode the somatic cell B-type lamin B1 and lamin B2.

Recent progress has better defined the structure of the nuclear lamina in cultured cells. Cryoelectron tomography has shown that A-type and B-type lamins assemble into tetrameric filaments of 3.5 nm thickness, a structure different from the other canonical cytoskeletal intermediate filaments [14]. More recent research using stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy has revealed that lamin B1 and lamin A/C form concentric but overlapping networks, with lamin B1 forming the outer ring located adjacent to the inner nuclear membrane [15]. Extension of those structural studies to myoblasts and differentiated striated muscle cells, including those from affected patients, is likely to lead to a better understanding of EDMD.

Nucleocytoplasmic connections: may the forces be with them

Mechanisms of force transmission throughout the cell are particularly important in striated muscle. The Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton (LINC) complex is composed of outer nuclear membrane Klarsicht, ANC-1, and Syne homology (KASH) as well as inner nuclear membrane Sad1 and UNC-84 (SUN) proteins [16]. KASH and SUN proteins bind within the perinuclear space, the part of the endoplasmic reticulum lumen separating the inner and outer nuclear membranes. SUN proteins bind inside the nucleus to A-type lamins and also to emerin. KASH proteins, most of which are called nesprins in...
mammals, bind to different cytoskeletal elements including actin, microtubules via dynein or kinesin-1, and intermediate filaments via plectin. LINC complexes, therefore, can transmit forces from throughout a cell, or even extracellularly, to the nucleus. Damage to any part of this complex force transmission system, which includes A-type lamins and emerin, may, therefore, make muscle fibers susceptible to damage by recurrent mechanical forces, causing muscular dystrophy and cardiomyopathy. Notably, EDMD-like phenotypes have been linked, albeit in some cases rather tentatively, to sequence variants of the human genes encoding nesprin-1, nesprin-2, SUN1, and SUN2 [17*].

Early research utilizing emerin-deficient mouse embryo fibroblasts showed that they have apparently normal nuclear mechanics but impaired expression of mechanosensitive genes in response to strain [18]. More recent experiments have shown that emerin is involved in the modulation of the spatial organization of chromosome territories in a manner that depends upon the stiffness of the substrate on which cells are cultured [19*]. This is consistent with previous research showing that emerin becomes tyrosine phosphorylated by applying forces directly to nesprin-1 using magnetic tweezers [20]. Emerin also organizes actin flow in polarizing fibroblasts, which provides the force, via nesprin-2G-SUN2-containing transmembrane actin-associated nuclear (TAN) lines, for nuclear movement necessary to establish polarity [21].

Loss of A-type lamins from cultured fibroblasts impairs nuclear mechanics and mechanotransduction, reflected by increased nuclear deformations, increased nuclear fragility, and attenuated expression of mechanosensitive genes, leading to impaired viability of mechanically strained cells [22]. Lamin A variants that cause EDMD are defective in anchoring

**FIGURE 1.** Schematic diagram of the nuclear envelope. Mutations in LMNA encoding A-type nuclear lamins, proteins of the nuclear lamina on the inner aspect of the inner nuclear membrane, cause autosomal dominant EDMD. Mutations in EMD encoding emerin, an integral protein of the inner nuclear membrane, cause X-linked EDMD. Mutations in genes encoding lamina-associated polypeptide 1 (LAP1), LUMA, SUN1, SUN2 have also been linked to EDMD-like phenotypes. Like emerin, LAP1 and LUMA are integral proteins of the inner nuclear membrane that bind to lamins. SUN1 and SUN2 are also integral inner nuclear membrane proteins that bind to lamins and to nesprins, integral proteins of the outer nuclear membrane, within the perinuclear space lume. The interactions between SUNs and nesprins form the LINC complex, which spans the nuclear envelope, connecting the nucleus to actin, to microtubules via motor proteins, such as kinesins, and to intermediate filaments via plectin (not shown) in the cytoplasm of somatic cells. EDMD, Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy; LINC, Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton.
TAN lines for nuclear movement in polarizing fibroblasts, indicating abnormal transmission of cytoplasmic forces to the nucleus [23]. A limitation of past research on the effects of lamins on cellular mechanics is that they were mostly carried out in fibroblasts rather than cell types affected in EDMD. Recently, atomic force microscopy and molecular modeling showed that neonatal rat ventricular cardiomyocytes have altered biomechanical properties when infected with adenoviral constructs directing expression of three cardiomyopathy-causing lamin A variants [24*]. These included disorganized cytoskeletal actin, alterations in nuclear elasticity (increased Young modulus), increased cell plasticity index, and lowered work of adhesion required to detach the tip of an atomic force microscopy cantilever from the cell membrane after indentation. The biomechanical abnormalities were reversed by treatment of the cells with a p38-alpha mitogen-activated protein kinase inhibitor, which also has beneficial effects on heart function in a mouse model of EDMD [25].

**THE HEART OF THE MATTER**

Neurologists often initially see patients with EDMD but virtually all will at some point see a cardiologist. Although the musculoskeletal symptoms can be debilitating, the dilated cardiomyopathy can be deadly. Patients are at risk for atrial fibrillation, complete heart block, lethal ventricular arrhythmias, and ultimately heart failure. Timing of placement of a pacemaker and/or defibrillator is critical yet not completely clear [8]. Many patients may ultimately require heart transplantation.

Much of the recent research on EDMD has been focused on the cardiomyopathy caused by LMNA mutations. Clinical research on this topic has been bolstered by collections of patients at several centers, although most so far has been retrospective. The availability of several genetically modified mice with Lmna mutations that develop cardiomyopathy has supported basic and translational research. Unfortunately, there have been few clinical studies on patients with EMD mutations and research has been limited by the fact that mice lacking emerin develop minimal symptoms.

**Recent clinical research on cardiomyopathy caused by LMNA mutations**

We have previously reviewed the prevalence and clinical features of cardiomyopathy caused by LMNA mutations [8]. A study from Norway published in 2018, which found a 6.2% prevalence of LMNA mutation in patients referred for genetic testing for familial dilated cardiomyopathy, confirmed the high penetrance and relative severity, with frequently atrioventricular block, ventricular tachycardia, and a nearly 20% incidence of heart transplantation [26*]. Family screening diagnosed additional asymptomatic family members with LMNA mutations and follow-up revealed a 9% annual incidence of a newly documented cardiac disease and 61% penetrance over 4.4 years of follow-up. Another study from Japan published in 2018 showed LMNA mutations in 24% of cases with familial dilated cardiomyopathy and, although the number identified was small, 69% had a family history of sudden cardiac death, 54% had sustained ventricular tachycardia, and 39% underwent heart transplantation; most did not have evidence of left ventricular reverse remodeling (improvement in left ventricular function) after initiation of standard therapy for heart failure [27*]. LMNA mutations were also negative predictors for left ventricular reverse remodeling, which predicts a better outcome, in another group of patients with dilated cardiomyopathy after medical treatment [28*]. These recent studies along with several previous ones show that cardiomyopathy caused by LMNA mutation is highly penetrant, severe, and refractory to standard heart failure therapy.

**Basic and translational research on cardiomyopathy caused by LMNA mutations**

Cell signaling abnormalities have been discovered in hearts of mouse models of cardiomyopathy caused by LMNA mutations. Several of these have been shown to contribute to pathogenesis including increased signaling by extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1 and kinase 2 (ERK1/2) and other mitogen-activated protein kinases, such as p38-alpha, protein kinase B/mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (AKT/mTOR), and transforming growth factor-β [29]. Although it remains a mystery as to how alterations in A-type lamins activate these signal transduction pathways, pharmacological inhibition has beneficial effects on heart function in mice with cardiomyopathy and Lmna mutations. More recent research has implicated forkhead box O transcription factors and the DNA damage response/TP53 pathway in the pathogenesis of cardiomyopathy caused by LMNA mutations [30*,31*]. Data from cardiomyocytes of human patients with LMNA mutations show that altered expression of TP53 and other genes correlates with the redistribution of lamina-associated domains of chromatin and changes in CpG methylation [32**].
A recent study in Lmna<sup>H222P/H222P</sup> mice, a model of cardiomyopathy in autosomal EDMD, has shed light on how ERK1/2 contributes to pathogenesis [33<sup>•</sup>]. Active, phosphorylated ERK1/2 directly binds to and catalyzes the phosphorylation of the cytoplasmic actin depolymerizing factor cofilin-1 on Thr25. This activates cofilin-1, which disassembles actin filaments. Phosphorylation of cofilin-1 on Thr25 along with ERK1/2 phosphorylation are also increased in human hearts from individuals with cardiomyopathy caused by LMNA mutations.

Recent studies have also expanded the number of pharmacological interventions that improve heart function in Lmna<sup>H222P/H222P</sup> mice in addition to the previously described beneficial effects of inhibitors of mitogen-activated protein kinases, mTOR, and the transforming growth factor-β pathway [29]. Treatment with nicotinamide riboside, a pyridine-nucleoside form of vitamin B3, improved left ventricular structure and function, prolonged survival, and improved physical performance in a pilot study with small numbers of mice [34,35<sup>•</sup>]. Another study showed that N-acetyl cysteine improves heart structure and function in Lmna<sup>H222P/H222P</sup> mice but no survival data were included [36]. Although these compounds are likely to be safe in human patients with cardiomyopathy caused by LMNA mutations, efficacy in mouse models of the disease should be compared directly to other drugs, such as pharmacological inhibition of ERK1/2 signaling [37].

**TOWARDS TREATMENTS: OF MICE AND MEN**

Mice such as those with the Lmna<sup>H222P/H222P</sup> mutation fairly robustly mimic aspects of human autosomal dominant (although the mice are recessive) EDMD. However, larger animal models with cardiovascular and skeletal muscle physiology more similar to humans have been lacking. A recent report of LMNA knockout rabbits generated by CRISPS/Cas9 manipulation of zygotes may be a small step in the right direction; however, these animals are severely affected and die 22 days after birth [38]. More appropriate models would carry knock-in mutations, such as a recently described genetically engineered Yucatan minipig carrying a heterozygous LMNA mutation that causes Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome [39<sup>•</sup>]. Nonetheless, given compelling data obtained in Lmna mutant mice for several therapeutic interventions, translation of some to human clinical trials would be appropriate. A preclinical proof of concept study in using an inhibitor of p38-alpha mitogen-activated protein kinase showed a significant benefit on dilated cardiomyopathy in Lmna<sup>H222P/H222P</sup> mice [25]. This led to the launch of a Phase II, open-label, single arm clinical trial for patients with cardiomyopathy and LMNA mutations (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02057341). Similar exploratory clinical trials could be considered based on other data obtained using this preclinical mouse model of EDMD caused by LMNA mutations.

Mice are highly resistant to depletion of emerin and germline Emd deletion causes minimal signs and symptoms [40,41]. Even those with combined germline deletion of both Lmna and Emd are born at expected Mendelian frequencies, although they have early growth retardation and a median survival of only approximately 3 weeks [42<sup>•</sup>]. This has limited translational research on X-linked EDMD. EMD mutations are almost always associated with lack of emerin expression [43,44]. This makes X-linked EDMD theoretically amenable to emerin replacement gene therapy and Emd null mice would be a suitable model to test protein expression, proper intracellular protein localization, and safety. Mice with combined germline deletion of Emd and selective skeletal muscle depletion of lamina-associated polypeptide 1, which appears to compensate for loss of emerin in mice, may also serve as a reasonable model for testing preclinical therapeutic interventions [45].

Even with the best of preclinical research, better studies of human patients with EDMD are urgently needed. The dearth of prospective studies on the natural history of EDMD, especially the X-linked form caused by EMD mutations, has limited clinical guidelines for treatment. Similarly, the lack of large cohorts of patients with these rare genetic diseases makes randomized clinical trials difficult, although not insurmountable. This could be overcome by the establishment of shared, uniform patient registries, and more active involvement of patient organizations and support groups.

**CONCLUSION**

Recent research on EDMD is gradually being translated to clinical practice and possibly novel therapies. Larger, ideally prospective outcome studies with sufficient follow-up periods will better inform neurologists and cardiologists how to best care for patients. As EDMD is genetically heterogeneous, genetic testing and segregation based on the genetic cause – EMD, LMNA or other mutations – will be essential. Further basic research on the cell biology of the nuclear envelope along with more readily translatable studies utilizing animal models should identify novel target for therapeutic interventions. Such research has already begun being translated to patients.
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